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the ghostly tribe is a group of ghost hunters who seek out the paranormal in order to
prove the existence of ghosts. they set out to examine the stories of paranormal

sightings and are sometimes accompanied by a psychologist to help them interpret
what they find. i'm not sure if they would say they are a team of ghost hunters,
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truly spectacular and may even among those rare remarkable. the high quality was
great all around. management, pictures and visual effects were being all incredibly
innovative and brilliant. the pleasure from the script, often humorous and has many
heart for many his characters are common very well developed.q: r ggplot2: how to

turn off axis limits and ticks and labels? i want to turn off the axis limits and ticks and
labels in a ggplot2 plot. i tried playing with theme_minimal() but it didn't work. here's
a minimal example: library(ggplot2) ggplot(diamonds, aes(x=cut)) + geom_density()
is there an easy way to turn off the axis limits? a: theme_minimal() just changes the

theme for the plot - so you can also just add theme(axis.line = element_blank()).
citrus: the eclipse ide - luu ====== sunir it is free and open source. see ~~~

skrause oh yeah, it's free to use, but will be open-sourced later. ------ jokermatt999
why is this a 'news' post? it was on the front page two weeks ago. ~~~

jokermatt999 oh, it was just me being a bit ignorant. i went to the citrus page and
looked at what they said they'd do, and then read the news post. it's a bit of a

combination of both, i guess, but i've been here for a while and i figured i'd get up to
speed on it. q: what would be the best way to determine whether a program is a

virus? i'm working on a project where i have to determine if a program is a virus or
not. i know that i can just use a bunch of online virus scanners and let the user

decide what is and what isn't a virus, but that's a very time consuming and probably
inaccurate process. to make it even more difficult, the program i'm working on has
the following features: the program has a built-in shell it can run as a service if it

detects a virus, it will be unable to write itself to disk it can be easily decrypted it can
upload itself to the internet it can have hundreds of files, and each file can be
executed in isolation a: if the program is malicious, it is not going to be able to

communicate with the outside world, so any antivirus scanner is basically useless.
kuala lumpur (thomson reuters foundation) - a malaysian lawmaker who proposed a

bill that would criminalize adultery and divorce has come under fire for making a
comment suggesting that women bear the blame for rape and murder. the shocking

remark by popular front of malay lawyers (pas) parliamentarian shamsul iskandar
mohd radzi came in a facebook post on tuesday. 5ec8ef588b
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